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763 Conclusions in Theory and Practice for Advancing the Applications of Cable-Driven Mechanisms．Bin Zi·Yuan Li

REVIEW

DoI 10．1007／s10033—017·015l—Z

766 Advances in Valveless Piezoelectric Pump with Cone-shaped Tubes．

Jian-Hui Zhang·Ying Wang·Jun Huang

Abstract：This paper reviews the development of valveless piezoelectric pump

with cone·shaped tube chronologically,which have widely potential application in

biomedicine and micro-·electro--mechanical systems because of its novel principles

and deduces the research direction in the future．Firstly,the history of valveless

piezoelectric pumps with cone—shaped tubes is reviewed and these pumps are

classified into the following types：single pump with solid structure or plane

structure，and combined pump with parallel structure or series structure．

Furthermore，the function of each type of cone-shaped tubes and pump structures

are analyzed，and new directions of potential expansion of valveless piezoelectric

pumps with cone-shaped tubes are summarized and deduced．The historical

argument，which is provided by the literatures，that for a valveless piezoelectric

pump with cone—shaped tubes，cone angle determines the flow resistance and the

flow resistance determines the flow direction．The argument is discussed in the

reviewed pumps one by one，and proved to be convincing．Finally,it is deduced

that bionics is pivotal in the development of valveless piezoelectric pump with

cone·shaped tubes from the perspective of evolution of biological structure．This

paper summarizes the current valveless piezoelectric pumps with cone·shaped

tubes and points out the future development，which may provide guidance for the

research ofpiezoelectric actuators．

DOI 10．1007／s10033—017一0150—0

782 Comprehensive Overview on Computational Intelligence Techniques

for Machinery Condition Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis．Wan Zhang。

Min．Ping Jia·Lin Zhu·Xiao-An Yan

Abstract：Computational intelligence is one of the most powerful data processing

tools tO solve complex nonlinear problems，and thus plays a significant role in

intelligent fault diagnosis and prediction．However,only few comprehensive

reviews have summarized the ongoing efforts of computational intelligence in

machinery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis．The recent research and

development ofcomputational intelligence techniques in fault diagnosis，prediction

and optimal sensor placement are reviewed．The advantages and 1imitations of

computational intelligence techniques in practical applications are discussed．The

characteristics of different algorithms are compared，and application situations of

these methods are summarized．Computational intelligence methods need to be

further studied in deep understanding algorithm mechanism，improving algorithm

efficiency and enhancing engineering application．111is review maybe considered as

a useful guidance fur researchers in selecting a suitable method for a specific

situation and pointing out potential research directions．
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796 Load Sharing Behavior of Star Gearing Reducer for Geared Turbofan

Engine．Shuai Mo·Yi—Du Zhang·Qiong Wu·Fei—Ming Wang。
Shigeki Matsumura·Hardo Houjoh

Abstract：Load sharing behavior is very important for power-split gearing sy’stern,star

gearing reducer as a new type and special transmission system can be used in many

industry fields．However,there is few literature regarding the key multiple-split load

sharing issue in main gearbox used in new type geared turbofan engille．Further

mechanism analysis are made on load sharing behavior among star gears of star gearing
reducer for geared turbofan engine．Comprehensive meshing error analysis areconducted

on eccentricity error,gear thickness error,base pitch error,assembly error,and bearing

elror ofstar gearing reducer respectively．Floating meshing error resulting from meshing

clearance variation caused bv the simultaneous floating of sun gear and annular gear are

taken into account．A refined mathematical model for load sharing coefficient calculation

is established in consideration of difierent meshing stifilless and supporting stiffmess for

components．nle regular curves of 10ad sharing coefficient under the influence of

interactions，single action and single variation of various component errors are obtained．

皿e accurate sensitivity of 10ad sharing coefficient toward difierent errors is mastered．

ne load sharing toe茄cient of star gearing reducer is 1．033 and the maxJ_rnulTl meshing
force in gear tooth is about 3010 N．佻s P∞er provides scientific theory evidences for

optimal parameter design and pmper tolerance distribution in advanced development and

manufacturing process．so as to achieve optimal effects in economy and technology．

D0l 10．1007／s10033—017．0145一x

804 Numerical Prediction of Tip Vortex Cavitation for Marine Propellers
in Non-uniform Wake．Zhi—Feng Zhu·Fang Zhou·Dan Li

Abstract：Tip vortex cavitation is the first type of cavitation to take place around most

nlarine pmpellers．But the numerical prediction of tip vortex cavitation is one of the

challenges for propeller wake because of turbulence dissipation during the numerical

simulation．Several parameters of computational mesh and numerical algorithm are tested

by mean of the predicted leIl砷of tip vortex cavtiation to validate a developed method．

111e predicted length oftip vortex cavtiation is on the increase about 0．4 propeller diameters

using the developed numerical method．ne predicted length of tip vortex cavtiation bv

RNG k—s model is about 3 times of that by SST k一∞model．Therefore．based on the

validation ofthe present approach，the cavita血gflows generated by two mta缸g propellers
under a non-uniform inflow are calculated further．The distributions ofaxial velocity,total

pressure and vapor volume fndction in the transversal planes across tip vortex region ale

shown to be useful in analyzing the feature ofthe cavitating flow．The strongest kemel of

tip vortex cavitation is not at the position most close to blade tip but slightly far away fi-om

the region．During the growth of吐D vo嗽cavitation extension,it appears short and thick,

and then it becomes long and thin．rnle pressure fluctuations at the positions inside tip
vortex region also validates the conclusion．A key finding of the study is that the研ds
cons仕ucted especially for tip vortex flows by using separated computational domain is

capable of decreasing the turbulence dissipation and correctly capturing the feature of

propeller tip vortex cavitation under uniform and non-uniform inflows．The turbulence
model and advanced grids is important to predict tip vortex cavitation．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．0l 7—0147—8

8 1 9 Impact Fretting Wear Behavior of Alloy 690 Tubes in Dry and

Deionized Water Conditions．Zhen—Bing Cai·Jin．Fang Peng·Hao Oian·
Li．Chen Tang·Min．Hao Zhu

Abstract：The impact fretting weal"has largely occurred at nuclear powerdevice induced

by the flow-induced vibration,and it will take potential hazards to the service of the

equipment．However,the present study focuses on the tangential fretting wear of alloy
690 tubes．Research on impact fretting weal"ofalloy 690 tubes is limited and the related

research is imminent．Therefore，impact fretting wear behavior ofalloy 690 tubes against
304 stainless steels is investigated．Deionized water is used to simulate the flow

environment of the equipment,and the dry environment is used for comparison．varicd

龇lal蜘cal techniques ale employed to characterize the wear and tribochemical behavior

during impact fretting wear．Characterization results indicate that cracks occur at high

impact load in both water and dry equipment；however,the water as a medium can

significantly delay the cracking time．The crack propagation behavior shows a jagged
shape in the water,but crack extended disorderly in dry equipment because the water

changed the stress distribution and retarded the friction heat during the wear process．The
SEM and XPS analysis shows that the main failure mechanisms ofthe tube under impact
fretting are fatigue weal"and friction oxidation．111e effect ofmedium(water)on fretting
wear is revealed,which plays a potential and promising role in the service of nuclear

power device and other flow equlpments．
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829 Theoretical Investigation of the ViSCOUS Damping Coefficient of

Hydraulic Actuators．Ming．Hui Huang·Oing Pan·Yi．Bo Li·

Peng．DaMa·JunMa

Abstract：The viscous damping coe伍cient(VDC)of hydraulic actuators is

crucial for system modeling。contr01 and dynamic characteristic analysis．

Currently,the researches on hvdraulic actuators focused on behavior assessment．

promotion of contr01 performance and emciency．However,the estimation of the

VDC is di伍cult due to a 1ack of study．Firstly,using two types of hv出aulic

cylinders，behaviors of the VDC are experimentally examined with velocities and

pressure variations．For the tested plunger type hydraulic cylinder-the exponential

model B=口u-P,(口>O，∥>0)or B=口le一所”+口2e-f12v(Oil,a2>O，届，屈>0)，
fits the relation between the VDC and velocities for a given pressure of chamber

with high precision．The magnitude of the VDC decreases almost linearly under

certain velocities when increasing the chamber pressure from 0．6 MPa to 6．0

MPa．Furthermore．the effects ofthe chamber pressures on the VDC ofpiston and

plunge type hydraulic cylinders are different due to different sealing types．In
order to investigate the VDC of a plunger type hydraulic actuator drastically,a

steady—state numerical model has been developed to describe the mechanism

incorporating tandem seal lubrication，back．up ring related friction behaviors and

shear stress of fluid．It is shown that the simulated results of VDC agree with the

measured results with a good accuracy．The proposed method provides an
instruction to predict也e VDC in system modeling and analysis．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017一0152一v

843 Novel AC Servo Rotating and Linear Composite Driving Device for

Plastic Forming Equipment．Jin．Tao Liang·Sheng．Dun Zhao·

Yong．Yi Li·Mu．Zhi Zhu

Abstract：The existing plastic fomaing equir'ment are mostly driven by traditional

AC motors with long transmission chains．10w efficiency,1arge size．10w

precision and poor dynamic response are the com／n．on disadvantages．In order to

realize hiigh performance forming processes，the driving device should be

improved，especially for complicated processing motions．Based on electric servo

direct drive technology,a novel AC servo rotating and linear composite driving

device is proposed，which features implementing both spindle rotation and feed

motion without transmission．so that compact structure and precise control can be

achieved．Flux switching topology is employed in the rotating drive component
for strong robustness．and fractional slot is employed in the 1inear direct drive

component for large force capability．Then the mechanical structure for

compositing rotation and linear motion is designed．A device prototype is

manufactured，machining of each component and the whole assembly are

presented respectively．Commercial servo amplifiers are utilized to construct the

control system of the proposed device．To validate the effectiveness of the

proposed composite driving device，experimental study on the dynamic test

benches are conducted．The results indicate that the output torque can attain to

420 Nm and the dynamic tracking errors are less than about 0．3 rad in the rotating

drive．the dynamic tracking errors are less than about 1．6 rnlTl in the linear feed．

The proposed research provides a method to construct high efficiency and

accuracy direct driving device in plastic forming equipment．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017—0097—1

854 Experimental Investigation of Inter-Blade Vortices in a Model
Francis Turbine．De．Min Liu·Xiao．Bing Liu·Yong．Zhi Zhao

Abstract：The inter-blade vortex in a Francis turbine becomes one of the main

hvdraulic factors that are likely to cause blade erosion at deep part load operating

conditions．However,the causes and the mechanism of inter-blade vortex are still

under investigation according to present researches．Thus the causes ofinter-blade

vortex and the ef!fbct of difrerent hydraulic parameters on the inter-blade vortex

are investigated experimentally．The whole life cycle of the inter-blade vortex is

observed by a high speed camera．The test results illustrate the whole life cycle of

the inter-blade vortex from generation to separation and even to fading．It is

observed that the inter-blade vortex becomes stronger wim the decreasing of flow

and head．which leads to pressure fluctuation．Meanwhile．the pressure

fluctuations in the vane—less area and the draft tube section become stronger when

inter-blade vortices exist in the blade channel．The turbine will be damaged if

operating in the inter-blade vortex zone，so its operating range must be far away

from that zone．This PaDer reveals the main cause of the inter-blade vortex which

is the larger incidence angle between the inflow angle and the blade angle on the

lcading edge ofthe rtlnner at deep part 1pad operating conditions．
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866 0ptimum Tilt Angle of Flow Guide in Steam Turbine Exhaust

Hood Considering the Effect of Last Stage Flow Field．Li-Hua Cao·

A．Qiang Lin·Ybng Li·Bin Xiao

Abstract：Heat transfer and vacuum in condenser are influenced by the

aerodynamic performance of steam turbine exhaust hood．The current research on

exhaust hood is mainly focused on analyzing flow 10SS and optimal design of its

structure without consideration of the wet steam condensing flow and也e exhaust

hood coupled with the front and rear parts．To better understand the aerodynamic

performance influenced by the tilt angle offlow guide inside adifluser,taking a 600

MW ste：am turbine as an example．a numerical simulator CFX is adopted to solve

compressible three．dimensional f3D1 Reynolds time—averaged N—S equations and

standard k-e turbulence model．And the exhaust hood flow field infiuenced by

diffbrent tilt angles offlow guide is investigated with consideration ofthe wet steam

condensing flow and the exhaust hood coupled with the last stage blades and the

condenser throat．The result shows that the total pressure loss coe衔cient and the

static pressure recovery toefficient of exhaust hood change regularly and

monotonously with the gradual increase of tilt angle of flow guide．When the tilt

angle of flow guide is within the range of 30。to 40。．the static pressure recovery

coemcient is in the range of 15．27％to 17．03％and the total pressure 10SS

coe伍cient drops to approximately 5l％．the aerodynamic performance of exhaust

hood is significantly improved．And the effective enthalpy drop in steam turbine

increases by 0．228％to 0．274％．It is feasible to obtain a reasonable title angle of

flow guide by the method of coupling the last stage and the condenser throat to

exhaust hood in combination of the wet steam model，which provides a practical

guidance to flow guide transformation and optimal design in exhaust hood．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017—0111—7

876 Resistance Torque Based Variable Duty-Cycle Control Method for a

Stage H Compressor．Mei—Peng Zhong·Shui—Ying Zheng

Abstract：The resistance torque of a piston stage II compressor generates strenuous

fluctuations in a rotational period，and this can lead to negative influences on the

working performance of the compressor．To restrain the strenuous fluctuations in血e

piston stage II compressor,a variable duty．cycle control method based on the

resistance torque is proposed．A dynamic model of a stage II compressor is set up，and
the resistance torqHe and other characteristic parameters are acquired as the control

targets．Then，a variable duty-cycle control method is applied to track the resistance

torque．thereby improving the working performance of the compressor．Simulated

results show that the compressor,driven by血e proposed method．requires lower

current，while the rotating speed and the output torque remain comparable to the

traditional vailable．丘equency contr01 methods．A variable duty-cycle control system is

developed，and the experimental results prove that血e proposed method call help

reduce the specific power,input power,and working noise of the compressor to 0．97

kW·m-J·min-1．0．09 kW and 3．10 dB．respectively,under the same conditions of

discharge pressure of 2．00Ⅳ田a and a discharge volume of 0．095 m3／min．The

proposed variable duty-cycle control method tracks the resistance torque dynamically,
and improves the working performance of a Stage 1I Compressor．The proposed
variable duty．cycle control method can be applied to other compressors，and can

provide theoretical guidance for the compressor．

DOI lO．1007／s10033—017．0102—8

888 Kinematies and Path Following Control of an Articulated Drum

Roiler．Yong．Ming Bian·Meng Yang·Xiao．Jun Fang·Xia．Hui W抽g

Abstract：Automatic navigation of an articulated drum roller,which iS all

articulated steering type vehicle widely used in the construction industry,is highly

expected for operation cost reduction and improvement of work emciency．In order

to achieve the path following contr01．considering that its steering system is

articulated steering and two frallies are articulated by an active revolute joint，a
kinematic model and an error dynamic state-space equation of an articulated drum

roller are proposed．Besides．a state—feedback contr01 law based on Lyapunov

stability theory is also designed，which can be proved to achieve the purpose of

control by the analysis of stability．What’s more．to evaluate the performance of the

proposed method．simulation under the～LATLAB／Simulink and experiments using

positioning algorithm and errors correction at the uneven construction site are

performed，witll initial displacement errror(一1．5 m)，heading error(_一O．1l rad)and

steering angle(一0．19 rad)．Finally,simulation and experimental results show that

the errors and steering angle can decrease gradually,and converge to zero with time．

Meanwhile，the control input is not saturated．An articulated drum roller can lock

into adesired path with the proposed method in uneven fields．
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900 Design for a Crane Metallic Structure Based on Imperialist Competitive
Algorithm and Inverse Reliability Strategy．Xiao．Ning Fan·Bo Zhi

Abstract：Uncertainties in parameters such as materials，10ading，and geometry are

inevitable in designing metallic structures for cranes．When considering these

uncertainty factors．reliability-based design optimization(m3Do)offers a more

reasonable design approach．However,existing RBDO methods for crane metallic

structures are prone to low convergence speed and hi曲computational cost．A

unilevel RBDO method．combining a discrete imperialist competitive algorithm

with all inverse reliability strategy based on the performance measure approach．is

developed．Application of the imperialist competitive algorithm at the optimization
level significantly improves the convergence speed of this RBDO method．At the

reliability analysis 1evel．the inverse reliability strategY is used to determine也e

feasibility of each probabilistic constraint at each design point by calculating its

a-percentile performance，thereby avoiding convergence failure，calculation error,

and disproportionate computational effort encountered using conventional moment

and simulation methods．Application of the RBDO method to all actual crane

structure shows that也e developed RBDO realizes a design wim the best tradeoff

between economy and safety together with about one—third ofthe convergence speed

and the computational cost of the existing method．Ⅲs PaDer provides a scientific

and effective design approach for the design ofmetallic structures ofcranes．

Advanced Manufacturing
DOI 10．1007／s10033．017—0159．4

9 1 3 Fragmentation Energy·Saving Theory of Full Face Rock Tunnel Boring
Machine Disc Cntters．Zhao．Huang Zhang·Guo．Fang Gong·

Qing．Feng Gao·Fei Sun

Abstract：Attempts to minimize energY consumption of a tunnel boring machine

disc cutter during the process of fragmentation have 1argely focused on

optimizing disc—cutter spacing，as determined by the rmnlmum specific energY

required for fragmentation；however,indentation tests showed that rock deforms
plastically beneath the cutters．Equations for thrust were developed forboth the

traditional，popularly employed disccutterand anew design based on

three-dimensional theory．The respective energY consumption for penetration，

rolling．and side．slip fragmentationswere obtained．A change in disc—cutter

fragmentation angles resulted in a change in the nature of the interaction between

the cutter and rock．which lowered the specific energy of fragmentation．During

actual field excavationsto the same penetration length．the combined energy
consumption for fragmentation using the newly designed cutters was 15％10wer

than thatwhen usingthe traditional design．This paper presents atheory for energy

saving in tu／nlel boring machines．Investigation results showed that the disc

cutters designed using this theory were more durable than traditional designs，and
effectively lowered the energy consumption．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017．0154—9

920 Manufacturing Error Effects on Mechanical Properties and

Dynamic Characteristics of Rotor Parts under High Acceleration．

Mei·Hui Jia·Cheng—Lin Wang·Bin—Ren
Abstract：Stress．strain and vibration charaeteristics of rotor parts should be

changed significantly under hi曲acceleration，manufacturing error is one of the

most important reason．However,current research on this problem has not been

carried out．A rotor with an acceleration of 1 500009 is considered as the objecfive．
the eriects of manufacturing errors on rotor mechanical properties and dynamic

characteristics are executed by the selection ofthe key affecting factors．Through the

force balante equation of the rotot infmitesimal unit establishment，a theoretical

model of stress calculation based on slice method is proposed and established，a

formula for the rotor stress at any point derives．A finite element model伊EM)of
rotor with holes is established with manufacturing errors．The changes ofthe stresses

and strains of a rotor in parallelism and symmetry errors are analyzed，which verify

the validity of the theoretical model．ne pre-stressing roodal analysis is performed

based on the aforementioned static analysis．The key dynamic characteristics are

analyzed．nle results demonstrated that．as the parallelism and symmetry errors

increase，the equivalent stresses and strains of the rotor slowly increase linearly,the

hi曲est growth rate does not exceed 4％，the maximum change rate of natural

frequency iS 0．1％．The rotor vibration mode is not significantly affected．The FEM
construction method of the rotor with manufacturing errors can be utilized for the

quantitative research on rotor characteristics．which will assist in the active control

ofrotor component reliability under high acceleration．
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933 Reliability Evaluation of Machine Center Components Based

on Cascading Failure Analysis．Ying-Zhi Zhang·Jin·Tong Liu·

Gui．Xiang Shen·Zhe Long·Shu．Guang Sun

Abstract：In order to rectify the problems that the component reliability model

exhibits deviation，and the evaluation result is 10w due to the overlook of failure

propagation in traditional reliability evaluation of machine center components，a

new reliability evaluation method based on cascading failure analysis and the failure

influenced degree assessment is proposed．A direct graph model ofcascading failure

among components is established according to cascading failure mechanism

analysis and graph theory．The failure influenced degrees of the system components

are assessed by the adjacency matrix and its transposition．combined with the

Pagerank algorithm．Based on the comprehensive failure probability function and

total probability formula．the inherent failure probability function is determined to

realize the reliability evaluation of the system components．Finally,the method is

applied to a machine center,it shows the following：11 The reliability evaluation

values of the proposed method are at least 2．5％higher than those of the traditional

method；2、The difference between the comprehensive and inherent reliability ofthe

system component presents a positive correlation with the failure infiuenced degree

ofthe system component，which provides atheoretical basis for reliability allocation

of machine center system．

DOI lO，】007／s10033—017一O】10-8

943 Energy Expenditure of Trotting Gait under Different Gait

Parameters．Xian．Bao Chen·Feng Gao

Abstract：Robots driven by batteries are clean，quiet，and can work indoors or in

space．However,the battery endurance is a great problem．A new gait parameter

design energy saving strategy to extend the working hours ofthe quadruped robot is

proposed．A dynamic model of the robot is established to estimate and analyze the

energy expenditures dunng trotting．Given a troRing speed，optimal stride frequency

and stride length can minimize the energY expenditure．However,the relationship

between the speed and the optimal gait parameters is nonlinear,which is difficult for

practical application．Therefore，a simplified gait parameter design method for

energy saving is proposed．A critical trotting speed of the quadruped robot is found

and can be used to decide the gait parameters．Ⅵmen the robot is travelling 10wer

than this speed．it is better to keep a constant strde length and change the cycle

period．Ⅵmen the robot is travelling higher than this speed．it is better to kee口a

constant cycle period and change the stride 1ength．Simulations and experiments on

the quadruped robot show that by using the proposed gait parameter design
approach，the energy expenditure can be reduced by about 54％compared with the

lOOmm stride length under 500 mm／s speed．In general，an energy expenditure

model based on the gait parameter of the quadruped robot is built and the trotting

gait parameters design approach tor energy savmg 18 proposed．

DOI 10 1007／s10033．017．0138．9

95 1 Analytical Compliance Modeling of Serial Flexure-Based Compliant
Mechanism Under Arbitrary Applied Load．Li—Ping Wang·Yao Jiang·
Tie．Min Li

Abstract：Analytical compliance model is vital to the flexure．based compliant
mechanism in its mechanical design and motion contr01．The matrix is a common

and effective approach in the compliance modeling while it is not well developed

for the closed—loop serial and parallel compliant mechanisms and is not applicable

to the situation when the extemal loads are applied on the flexure members．Concise
and explicit analytical compliance models of the serial flexure-based compliant
mechanisms under arbitrary loads are derived by using the matrix method．An
equivalent method is proposed to deal with the situation when the externalloads are

applied on the flexure members．The external loads are transformed to concentrated

forces applied on the rigid links，which satisfy the equations of static equilibrium

and also guarantee that the defcIrmations at the displacement output point remain

unchanged．Then the matrix method can be still adopted for the compliance analysis

ofthe compliant mechanism．Finally,several specific examples and an experimental

test are given to verify the effectiveness of the compliance models and the force

equivalent method．The research enriches the matrix method and provides concise

analytical compliance models for the serial compliant mechanism．
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963 Active Vibration Control of a Railway Vehicle Carbody Using
Piezoelectric Elements．Habibollah Molatefi·Pejman Ayoubi·
Hozhabr Mozafari

Abstract：In recent years and actording to modem transportation development，

rail vehicles are mannfactured 1ighter to achieve higher speed and lower

transportation costs．0n the other hand．weight reduction of rail vehicles lcads to

increase the structural vibration．In this study,Active Vibration Control of a rail

vehicle using piezoelectric elements is investigated．The optimal control

employed as me control approach regard to the first two modes of vibration．A

simplified Car bo(1v struchlre is modeled in Matlab using the finite element theory

by considering six DOF beam element and then the Eigen functions and mode

shapes are derived．The su柏ce roughness of different classes of rail tracks have

been obtained using random vibration theory and applied to the secondary

suspension as the excitation of the s仃ucnlre：Then piezoelectric mounted where

the greatest moments were captured．The effectiveness of Piezoelectric in

stnJctural vibrations attenuation of car body is demonstrated through the state

space equations and its effect on modal coefficient．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017—0149—6

973 Structure 0ptimization of Wheel Force Transducer Based on

Natural Frequency and Comprehensive Sensitivity．Xiao．Long ZhaIlg·

TiWu·Yan Shao·Jian Song

Abstract：The cllrrent research of wheel foroe transducer(WFT)mainly focuses

on test signal processing and decoupling methods based on signalitself,while the

WFT strucnJre optimization research related to decreasing the mass and increase

the natural frequency and comprehensive sensitivity is not enough．In order to

improve the、vFT test accuracv．a structure optimization method based on natural

frequency and comprehensive sensitivitv indicators is put forward．The WFT with

8一beam elastic body is used for the finite element modeling(FEM、．in which the

following variations are taken into consideration：the connection type of elastic

body with modified rim，the number of connection holes，and the respects of

strain beam including the shape，the cross sectional area and the length，etc．．The

test results shows that the natural frequency of the connecting block type is

increased bv 65．5％compared with血e connecting seat type of elastic bodv&

modified rim．and the main channel sensitivity is improved as well．The results

show that the connecting block type will achieve the best comprehensive

performance when the number of connecting holes between the elastic body and
the modified rim is 20．And the thinner and longer strain beam with smaller cross

section area is preferable wimin the scope of elastic bodv mechanical strength．
This research proposes a novel s仃ucture optimization method for、ⅣFT which

contributes to ireprove the measurement performance ofWFt

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017．0143．z

982 Estimation of Rpad Friction Coefficient in Difierent Rpad

Conditions Based on Vchicle Braking Dynamics．You—Qun zhap·

Hai．Qing Li·Fen Lin·Jian Wang·Xue．Wu Ji

Abstract：The accurate estimation of road friction coefficient in the active safety

control system has become increasingly prominent．Most previous studies on road

friction estimation have only used vehicle longitudinal or 1ateral dynamics and

often ignored the load transfer．which tends to cause inaccurate of the actual road

friction coefficient．A novel method considering load transfer of仔ont and rear

axles is proposed to estimate road friction cocfficient based on braking dynamic

model of two．wheeled vehicle．Sliding mode contr01 technique is used to build

the ideal braking torque controller,which contr01 target is to control the actual

wheel slip ratio of front and rear wheels tracking the ideal wheel slip ratio．In

order to eliminate the chattering problem of the sliding mode controller,integral

switching surface is used to design the sliding mode surface．A second order

linear extended state observer is designed to observe road friction coefficient

based on wheel speed and braking torque of front and rear wheels．The proposed

road friction coefficient estimation schemes are evaluated by simulation in

ADAMS／Cat．The results show that the estimated values can well agree wi血the

actual values in difierent road conditions．The observer can estimate road friction

COCfficient exactly in real-time and resist extemal disturbance．The proposed

research provides a novel method to estimate road friction coefficient with strong

robustIlCSS and more accurate．
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99 1 Diesel Engine Valve Clearance Fault Diagnosis Based on Features

Extraction Techniques and FastICA-SVM．Ya-Bing Jing·Chang-Wen Liu·

Feng—Rong Bi·Xiao—Yang Bi·Xia Wang·Kang Shao

Abstract：Numerous vibration·based techniques are rarely used in diesel engines

fault diagnosis in a direct way,due to the surface vibration signals of diesel engines

with the complex non·stationary and nonlinear time·varying features．To investigate

the fault diagnosis of diesel engines，fractal correlation dimension，wavelet energy

and entropy as features reflecting the diesel engine fault fractal and energy

characteristics are extracted from the decomposed signals through analyzing

vibration acceleration signals derived from the cylinder head in seven different

states ofvalve train．An intelligent fault detector FastICA·SVM is applied for diesel

engine fault diagnosis and classification．The results demonstrate that

FastICA-SVM achieves higher classification accuracy and makes better

generalization performance in small samples recognition．Besides，the fractal

correlation dimension and wavelet energy and entropy as the special features of

diesel engine vibration signal are considered as input vectors of classifier

FastICA·SVM and could produce the excellent classification results．The proposed

methodology improves the accuracy of feature extraction and the fault diagnosis of

diesel engines．
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1 008 Effect of the Inclination of Baffles on the Power Consumption and

Fluid Flows in a Vessel Stirred by a Rushton Turbine．Youcef Kamla·

Mohamed Bouzit·Houari Anleur·Mohammed Ilies Arab·

Abdessalam Ha出eb

Abstract：The role of b砌es in mechanically stirred tanks iS to promote the

stability of power drawn by the impeller and to avoid the fluid swirling，thus

enhancing mixing．The present paper numerically investigates the baffles effects in

a vessel stirred by a Rushton turbine．111e geometric factor of interest is the baffle

inclination which is varying between 25。，32．5。，450，70。and 90。at different

impeller rotational speeds．The impeller rotational direction has also been varied．

The vortex size and power consumption were evaluated for each geometrical

configuration．It was found that the best configuration is the baffle inclination by仅

=70。ata negative angular velocity．

DoI 10．1007／s10033-017—0156-7

1 0 1 7 lⅥinilnuln Reservoir Water Level in Hydropower Dams．Hamed Sarkardeh

Abstract：Vortex formation over the intakes is all undesirable phenomenon within

the water withdrawal process from a dam reservoir．Calculating the minimum

operating water level in power intakes by empirical equations is not asafe way and

sometimes contains some errors．Therefore，current method to calculate the critical

submergence of apower intake is construction of a scaled physical model in parallel

with numerical model．In this research some proposed empirical relations for

prediction of submergence depth in power intakes were validated with experimental

data of different physical and numerical models of power intakes．Results showed

that，equations which involved the geometry of intake have better correspondence

with the experimental and numerical data．
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1 025 Inverse Method of Centrifugal Pump Impeller Based on Proper

OrthogonM Decomposition伊OD)Method．Ren—Hui Zhang·Rong Guo·

Jun—Hu Yang·Jia—Qi Luo

．Xbstra('t：To improve the accuracy and reduce the calculation cost for the inverse

problem of centrifugal pump impeller,the new inverse method based on proper

onhogonal decomposition(POD)is proposed．The pump blade shape is

parameterized by quartic Bezier curve．and the initial snapshots is generated by

introducing the perturbation of the blade shape control parameters．The intemal
flow field and its hydraulic performance is predicted by CFD method．The

snapshots vector includes the blade shape parameter and the distribution of blade

load．The POD basis for the snapshots set are deduced by proper onhogonal

decomposition．The sample vector set is expressed in terms of the
1inear combination of the onhogonal basis．The obiective blade shape

corresponding to the objective distribution of blade load is obtained by least

square fit．The lterative correction algorithm for the centrifugal pump blade
inverse method based on POD is proposed．The objective blade load distributions

are corrected according to the difierence of the CFD result and the POD result
The two dimensional and three dimensional blade calculation cases show that the

proposed centrifugal pump blade inverse method based on POD have good

convergence and high accuracⅥand the calculation cost is greatly reduced．Atier

two iterations，the deviation of the blade load and the pump hydraulic

performance are limited within 4 O％and 6．O％individually for most of the flow
rate range．This paper provides a promising inverse method for centrifugal pump

impeller,which will benefit the hydraulic optimization of centfifugal pump．
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1 032 Multi·Field Analysis and Experimental Verification on Piezoelectric

Valve—Less Pumps Actuated by Centrifugal Force．Yu．Ting Ma·

Zhi—Guo Pei·Zhong．Xiang Chen

Abstracl：A piezoelectric centrifugal pump was developed previously to

overcome the low frequency responses of piezoelectric pumps with check valves
and liquid reflux of conventional valveless piezoelectric pumps．However,the
electro—mechanical—fluidic analysis on this pump has not been done Therefore，
multi·field analysis and experimental verification on Diezoelectricallv actuated

centrifugal valveless pumps are conducted for liquid transport applications The
valveless pump consists of two piezoelectric sheets and a metal tube with

piezoelectric elements pushing the metal tube to swing at the first bending
resonant frequency．The centrifugal force generated by the swinging motion will

force the liquid out of the metal tube．The governing equations for the solid and

fluid domains are established，and the coupling relations of the mechanical，
electrical and fluid fields are described The bending resonant frequency and

bending mode in solid domain are discussed，and the liquid flow rate，velocity

profile，and gauge pressure are investigated in fluid domain．The working

frequency and flow rate concerning different components sizes are analyzed and

verified through experiments to guide the pump design．A fabricated prototype
with an outer diameter of 2．2 rnlTl and a length of 80 mm produced the largest
flow rate of 13．8 mL／min at backpressure of 0．8 kPa with driving voltage of 80

Vpp．By solving the electro．mechanical—fluidic coupling problem．the model

developed can provide theoretical guidance on the optimization of centrifugal
valveless pump characters．
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